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Editorial by Rebecca Fricker 

Ffriendship is a precious thing. The pleasure of making new Ffriends from 

North London Area Meeting at High Leigh in April, and spending three days 

with Ffriends at Britain Yearly Meeting in May were highlights of my spring. 

Giving our Meeting’s child the space to develop relationships with other Quaker 

children brings joy, not only to them but those witnessing these true connec-

tions, as someone observed after our recent Area Meeting Day in Wanstead. 

In our Meet the Meeting we hear some of Jim’s life – I remember seeing Jim 

regularly at the “Methie” (Methodist Church) café when Freddie was tiny. Being 

new to Loughton, with all developing friendships being with other new mothers, 

seeing someone I could talk to who was not jiggling a baby increased my sense 

of being part of a local wider community. Spending time with the Skilbecks, 

sharing love of books, art and music is always 

a delight. Reading the words Jim wrote for me 

in his beautiful handwriting, and having the 

opportunity to “interview” him about his life 

was a privilege. 

Epping Outreach  

Despite a chilly and drizzly start to the July 

Epping Town Show the afternoon soon 

cheered up, helped by the sight of Iris in the 

hat at the Epping in Bloom stall! This year we 

took a very simple approach to our stall -  

offering delicious home-made cake, leaflets 

about our faith, balloons and cheery smiles. 

We raised over £11 in donations for Water Aid, 

nourished many people, and had numerous 

conversations with people interested in  
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Quakers, which was very satisfying. 

Rebecca and Christine ended their series of 3 assemblies at Epping Primary 

School with a theatrical flourish, re-enacting the story of the Emperor’s New 

Clothes to explore the theme of honesty. Once again the children proved very 

receptive – answering questions we posed about telling the truth and laughing 

in the right places (that will be at the allusions to nudity then...). We have 

agreed not to do any assemblies next year, in order to free time for different 

outreach, but will reconsider for the 2016-2017 academic year and have offered 

to host any school trips at the Meeting House instead. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meeting the Meeting by Jim Skilbeck  

I lived in a council semi in Wolverhampton with my grandfather, grandmother, 

mum and dad, as a single child. Born just before the war I can remember 

spending nights in next door’s air-raid shelter hearing shrapnel pinging off our 

dustbin, too young to be scared. 

Passing the eleven plus – which surprised everyone, especially my father’s 

brother who was a headmaster - and going to Wolverhampton Grammar School 

was an educational high point. When I was growing up I wanted to be many 

things, including an engine driver as my best friend’s dad was, however, a 

teacher at school called Charley Viner encouraged me to go to art college. 

A highlight of grammar school was being awarded the Art prize – particularly 

when I was in the same year as Glynn Williams (British sculptor). Favourite 

artists include Turner, I like the idea of him amending his paintings after they 

had been hung instead of conversing with other artists, and Samuel Palmer,  
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particularly his “Cornfield by Moonlight” (1830). 

It was at Wolverhampton College of Art that I developed faint thoughts of an 

encompassing God. My religious education had been vague, my parents did not 

go to church and I only went to Sunday school at 7 because the people next 

door were Methodists who took me to their church. 

There is a long explanation as to how I ended up at the Quakers. My daughter 

at Junior School was asked by the local minister if she would like to sing in his 

church choir so two non-religious parents were “roped in”. A few years later a 

different Minister (Evangelical I think they called him) during one of his  

sermons pointed a finger at each of the congregation and said you’re a sinner, 

you’re a sinner etc – I vowed not to go near that church again! From a small  

advertisement, I contacted Friends House and they sent me a small booklet 

which contained the nearest Friend’s Houses, including Epping and Wanstead. 

At my first Epping meeting I was welcomed and grasped firmly by the hand by 

Raymond Andrews and that was it. It was Margaret Delves who asked me if I’d 

like to become a member, two visitors and a few weeks later I received “Quaker 

Faith and Practice” signed by Judith Roads who was Area Meeting Clerk at the 

time! 

I enjoyed working as a Designer for a Printer. Creating posters, catalogues, and 

booklets for the Royal Festival Hall (RFH) under Nicholas Boyle in the 1980’s 

was the best part of my career, fortunately when the Printer went broke the 

RFH still retained me. After being made redundant I found searching for free-

lance work, and the move to computers, hard although I was lucky in the final 

stage of my career with Tony Cantale whose studio was, unusually for an  

agency, very grounded in faith both in terms of looking after its employees and 

the work taken. This was important to me – at an earlier interview at Her  

Majesty's Stationery Office (HMSO) I had said I would not do any work for the 

military. 

My free time has been rather truncated since my strokes in early 2014. Before 

that I often went to town to see exhibitions, places like Tate etc, often meeting 

ex-college friends for lunch. I also used to enjoy walking to Loughton High 

Road to the Methie [Methodist Church] for a hot chocolate, making my way 

back by bus. When younger I would play 5-string banjo at various folk nights, 

including sessions held at Cecil Sharp House! 

Putting faith in action, I have written many letters of protest to MP’s and  

carried out house to house collections for Christian Aid and other such  

worthies. I am a member of CND, Friend of Great Ormond Street Hospital, and 

support the work of Crisis, Stonewall, and the Howard League for Penal  
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Reform. 

I have had many good friends, sadly my best friend Mick from college died 

while I held his hand in a hospice. He would often come and stay with us, slap-

ping down a pack of bacon for rent! I met my wife Mags when I was a guest at 

her sister’s wedding. I gave her my telephone number and waited for her to 

call... Our daughter Kate is a treasure and has been a marvel all the way 

through. 

The Kindlers: Deepening Quaker Worship by Rebecca Fricker 

Fortunately the Friends House window cleaner had moved on by the time 18 

Ffriends started practising walking meditation...until that point we would have 

looked like any other group of people sitting in a circle participating in a work-

shop of some kind on a bright April Saturday morning. We were there to be 

shown techniques which could deepen our Quaker Worship, to consider what 

worship and prayer are, and enable us to share our personal experience of 

Meeting for Worship with attenders and interested members. 

Our three very considered, knowledgeable, and self-confessed fellow seekers 

on a spiritual journey, talked us through settling down and centring techniques 

and walking mediation. We then had a guided worship session to experience 4 

different forms of prayer: 

* Need 

* Empathy 

* Thanksgiving 

* Relinquishment 

The ACTS prayer model was also explained to us and we were shown how 

more traditional forms of prayer could be adapted in a way which would feel 

more comfortable to many Quakers: 

* A  Adoration  Awe 

* C  Confession  Compassion 

* T  Thanksgiving  Thanksgiving 

* S  Supplication  Self examination 

As someone with very little church attendance I found the prayer sessions  

fascinating and am looking forward to putting them into practice. The morning 

session was concluded with an exercise taken from Karen Armstrong’s “Twelve 

Steps to a Compassionate Life” involving thinking of 3 people who you love, 

know and find difficult and consider their needs, gifts and how you can develop 

your relationship with them. 
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After lunch we broke into smaller groups to share significant steps made on our 

personal spiritual journeys and finished with a large group worship sharing 

Meeting for Worship. I had been keen to attend this workshop having some-

times found myself struggling with what I “ought” to be doing in that hour on a 

Sunday, and being too shy and embarrassed to ask my Local or Area Meeting 

for help. My conclusions are that I need to be doing more during the week to 

ensure I come to Meeting with heart and mind prepared, there is no “ought”, 

and that others have the same questions and are only too pleased if someone 

else asks first. 

 

((c) BL) 

The 2015 Election Hustings held at Friends House on 31 March by Allan 

Edmunds 

5 party representatives, maybe all candidates, gave 3 minute presentations on 

their party, international affairs and themselves as individuals. Jessica  

Metheringham, parliamentary engagement officer at Friends House, chaired it, 

including stopping diversion into other subjects. 

I submitted a question on the welcome our country should, and perhaps largely 

does, give to asylum seekers and economic migrants from poor countries. 100 

words let me offer my own answer, addressing the terrible journeys made so as 

to reach our UK oasis of growth and falling unemployment. 

The Green Party went first, with a fairly green agenda. Shahrar Ali spoke of  

climate change affecting Pacific & low-lying countries especially, but later fell 

back on anti-austerity stuff in rich countries like ours. Labour was invited next 

with the expected Luton South MP, Gavin Shuker. UKIP’s Pete Muswell had 

for 20 years been a Liberal Democrat, still sharing many of their ideas. As a 

novice speaker he found his time soon ran out, without venturing onto  

immigration matters that I was dreading. The Tory was James Lefroy, member 

of the International Development Committee, with deep insights into how the 

department makes UK’s 0.7% effective. The only woman was the Liberal  

Democrat, Lindsay Northover also with insights as DfID’s Parliamentary Under 

Secretary. She said how James, like Ken Clarke, had been great to work with 

over the past 5 years. I just hope her constituency supports liberal values and 

less class warfare ahead of just another escape from 2-party tedium. 

I stayed through the 1st 3 answers to the 1st question, before going on to my 

dancing practice unexpectedly late. The debate had started ½ hour late. 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/britishlibrary/11102682595/
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Study Session: Identifying our gifts and needs as a meeting by Rebecca 

Fricker 

Our third study session, held on the 19th April, based on the suggestions made 

by Ben Pink Dandelion in his Swarthmore lecture text “Open for Transfor-

mation” asked us to consider what we need from, and can give to, our Meeting 

using a series of activities. 

Activity 1: What nourishes the life of our meeting? 

We spent 10 minutes as a group responding to this question. Our answers were 

varied and included: 

* Attention to detail from all the roles we need to do 

* Tea and coffee “it is noticeable if Iris is not here” 

* Individual people to show “different view of being a Quaker” 

* “Caretakers of a wonderful meeting house” which is so appealing to potential 

hirers 

* Need for a person to pull all things together “we are missing Raymond  

Andrews” 

* Welcoming at the door 

We were also led to wonder if we explain ourselves enough to newcomers 

which led to an interesting, thoughtful, and hopefully useful, discussion on how 

to treat new people who enter the Meeting House. 

Activity 2A: What does love require of me? 

Peace descended as five minutes were spent quietly contemplating what the 

Meeting requires of us as individuals. Although people were not asked to share, 

some thoughts were highlighted as part of the following activity. For my part, 

my key thoughts were: 

* Hope not fear for the future of the Meeting 

* Listening, taking part in conversations and not just busyness 

* Patience 

* Use of gifts for everyone’s needs and not just my personal agenda 

Activity 2B: What does love require of us? 

Ten minutes were spent discussing this and responses were varied. 

Question “what is love”? 

* Uphold others contributions even if you are not contributing yourself  
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 “carrying others” 

* Gift of yourself “witness in being” 

* Listening deeply “to each other carefully” 

* Love / justice / mercy (CS Lewis) 

* Help when needed 

* Importance of smiling “lighten someone’s day” 

* Mary and Martha – Martha’s “sometimes do the work because it is for them 

and the meeting” 

Activity 3: What can we give to our meeting  

(10 mins of individual thinking on the 3 questions, 5 mins to look at each  

other's responses): 

* Ideas 

* Opening up – physical hours 

* Continue in current roles 

* Advertising 

* Going on courses and bringing back ideas 

* Not feeling guilty about not helping in other ways / roles 

Study Sessions: How our Meeting works and  Living the Quaker way by 

Alan Fricker 

These were the final sessions on the 2014 Swarthmore lecture.  We departed 

somewhat from the proposed sessions each time. 

Session four considered how our meeting works.  We had a very useful  

discussion of Quaker roles and how we organise ourselves prompted by useful 

questions from an attender.  Our discussion ranged on to other topics around 

ministry and to what extent this should be prepared or waited on.  Almost a  

proposal for a pastor it felt at times! 

The final session considered how we live as Quakers.  We shared things we had 

done in the past week that reflected our commitment and how they connected 

us.  We considered how our meeting contributed to the communities in which 

we live and the needs that we might be able to help meet.   

We finished by considering the series of sessions as a whole. While we had not 

always found the activities straight forward to grasp we did feel that we had  

enjoyed sharing and discussing them together. 
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 Dates for the Diary 

Study Sessions: 

Sunday 9th August: TBA (Next one after to be in October) 

Shared lunch: 

Sunday 26th July: Emma Callaghan speaking on Restorative Justice 

Sunday 30th August 

Sunday 27th September 

Next Local Business Meeting: 

Sunday 6th September 

Area Meetings: 

Sunday 20th Sept 1pm Epping 

Other: 

Saturday 12th Sept Quakers Together Day Wanstead 

Saturday 12th Sept Heritage Open Day Epping Meeting House 10am – 4pm 

Finally, do get in touch if there are any errors, or you have any contributions or 

suggestions! 

Editor: Rebecca Fricker (beckirees(a)hotmail.com) Layout: Alan Fricker 

 

Land art by Richard Harris near Theydon Bois (Picture by Alan Fricker) 


